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To some people, probably most of
you reading this article, UNIX is a
four-letter word representing

arcane computer jargon or a command
line (not graphical) operating system
(OS) for mainframe computers.
Although UNIX may seem old
and mysterious, it is also being
used in some of the latest
computer products and may
define the future of computing.

The irony is that UNIX actual-
ly predates PCs. In fact, it was
supposed to be killed by software
born on the PC (Windows) but
has instead held on to dominate
server and mainframe computers.
It is now being installed on PCs in the
form of Linux and Mac OS X (Apple
Macintosh). Each stage in UNIX’s 33-year
life, from development and fragmenta-
tion of versions, to Linux and Apple, is
important in seeing how it has shaped
our conception of what computers are
and how they work. 

UNIX Is Born
When silicon-based computers were
being developed in the late 1950s and
1960s, primitive OSs were used to control
the machines and allow useful programs
to be written and executed. These
systems were machine-specific, so that
once a new computer was purchased, a
new OS had to be used, rendering all
programs and data on the old computer
useless.

In this era, computing time was
expensive, and existing programs could
not handle more than one operation at a
time, making sign-up lists necessary.
Unlike other equipment, computers can
allow one person to use the computer
while spare computing power could be
devoted to running another user’s pro-
gram. Allowing more programs to be run

would allow more efficient use of com-
puting resources, saving money and time. 

In 1965, Bell Labs joined General
Electric and MIT in trying to develop a
program that would allow multiple users

to share a computer’s resources and
could be installed on more than one
type of machine. Bell Labs pulled out
four years later, but several of its
researchers—Ken Thompson, Dennis
Ritchie, Doug McIlroy, and J. F. Ossan-
na—continued work on a similar
program. In late 1969, the researchers
began working on a spare mainframe
and developing a functioning OS. In
1970, the OS got noticed, and Bell Labs
purchased a $65,000 computer for the
group to further develop the OS. The
new OS, called UNIX, along with a text-
editing program, supported the patent
application department. 

One of the reasons UNIX is consid-
ered a great OS is that it embodies the
developer’s philosophy of how programs
should be written. McIlroy said, “The
philosophy that everyone started to put
forth was ‘Write programs that do one
thing and do it well. Write programs to
work together. Write programs that
handle text streams, because that is a
universal interface.’”

This was only part of the foundation
for success; the other was the unique
position of Bell Labs at the time. The

telephone company was not allowed to
be commercially involved in the comput-
er business. This turned into a gold mine
for academics. UNIX was licensed for free
or very low cost to academic institu-
tions. In 1976, Thompson left Bell labs
for six months to become a visiting
professor at the University of Califor-
nia–Berkeley, where he taught the UNIX
system. The academic world soon adopt-
ed UNIX, and Berkeley became the

primary developer. Today, many
systems use versions of UNIX
called Berkeley Software Distrib-
ution (BSD). 

Bill Joy, a graduate student
at Berkeley, added network capa-
bility to UNIX and started Sun
Microsystems, which became a
key UNIX mainframe maker.
Companies such as IBM, Hewlett-
Packard, Compaq (previously
Digital Equipment Corp.), and

others developed variations of UNIX to
highlight their mainframes, but the
UNIX variants were designed to assist in
selling mainframe computers, not to
develop significantly different OSs. This
caused fragmentation of the UNIX field
as Sun programs would often not run on
IBM mainframes. At one time, there
were more than 50 variations of UNIX.
Several of these companies decided to
work together to make different UNIX
versions more compatible. This stan-
dardization is part of why UNIX is
regaining support.

Linux
A second part of UNIX’s resurgence is
the Linux phenomenon. UNIX, because
it embodies a philosophy and not just
an OS, can be cloned using different
source code. Linus Torvalds, a student at
the University of Helsinki in 1991, could
not afford UNIX, so he wrote his own
clone, Linux. Linux was then turned
into an open source project that was
licensed for free, provided that any
improvements made would be free to
others under the same license. 

One of Linux’s main benefits, other
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than being free, is that it started out on
the PC. This allowed individual program-
mers to work on the OS and develop
programs for Linux or UNIX using the
prevalent PC instead of the expensive
mainframe. Because of the open source
license, there are Linux versions for
almost every computer platform—from
mainframes to the Sony Playstation 2.
This means that a program written on a
Linux mainframe can be adapted to run
on a Playstation 2 running Linux. 

Linux has now made inroads into the
mainframe and server market, and
almost every PC manufacturer offers
Linux installed on its servers. Linux has
even displaced UNIX in some cases. IBM,
which continues to sell mainframes with
its own UNIX variation called AIX, spent
$1 billion on Linux in 2001. The goal:
sell more mainframes. It turns out that
Linux can do many things that UNIX
can’t. For example, it can run on a clus-
ter of hundreds of connected PCs, but
multiple copies can also be run on one
server. In one test, IBM ran 40,000
copies of Linux on an IBM s/390 main-

frame and gained software redundancy
without having multiple machines,
thereby saving space and energy. 

Apple OS X
UNIX started out on mainframes, Linux
started out on PCs, but the primary
interface on both continues to be the
command line (like a DOS prompt for PC
users). Some work has been conducted
on Linux graphical user interfaces, but
they are little competition to the
Microsoft Windows monopoly. 

However, the Apple Macintosh has
become part of the irony of UNIX. The
first well-known graphical user interface
(Apple Macintosh) has now been placed
on top of a UNIX core in Apple’s latest
OS, Mac OS X (or Mac OS 10.x). Apple
calls its UNIX base Darwin, but it is
essentially a BSD UNIX OS that has been
changed to handle Macintosh files.
Darwin’s UNIX code can be modified by
programmers from around the world,
creating a continuously evolving OS.
This may be an advantage for Mac OS X
compared with other operating systems.

However, Apple has also capitalized on
UNIX for its stability and power.

Previous Macintosh OSs were easy to
use but prone to crashing. They also
weren’t very adept at multitasking or
resource management (such as memory
management). People may argue which
crashes more, a Mac or a Windows PC,
but UNIX is renowned for preventing
crashes. UNIX sequesters programs in
separate areas, so that crashes in one
program do not affect others. A stable
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C and UNIX

One of the most popular computer
programming languages, C (and its
derivatives C++, etc.) was developed
by the same group at Bell Labs that
developed UNIX. C is now the lan-
guage of choice for many programs,
but it did not start that way. 

When UNIX was first developed, it
was actually written in machine
language but was eventually trans-
lated into a higher-level language
developed for the OS. The language
was called B. B was a descendant of
an older language, BCPL (Basic
Computer Programming Language),
which was used on the predecessor
to UNIX. BCPL, B, and C don’t have
much to do with Basic, but they
follow a language style that started
in 1958 called ALGOL (Algorithmic-
Oriented Language) and also embod-
ied Fortran. The language family was
focused on computer science, not on
scientific or mathematical theories. 

Therefore, C does not really stand
for anything, it was just BCPL, B, and
then C. In 1974, C was complete
enough to have UNIX rewritten in C,
and thus the first real use of the
language began. C was used on other
computers and truly took off in the
late 1970s. Dennis M. Ritchie, one of
the developers of UNIX and C, says,
“The success of UNIX itself was the
most important factor; it made the
language available to hundreds of
thousands of people. Conversely, of
course, UNIX’s use of C and its conse-
quent portability to a wide variety of
machines were important in the
system’s success. But the language’s
invasion of other environments
suggests more fundamental merits.”
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OS makes users happy, and in mission-
critical situations, it is essential. 

So in theory, Apple used UNIX as a
base and added its easy-to-use desktop.
But to add irony to irony, this is not the
case. Mac OS X is not really a descendant
of previous Mac OSs, it is basically a
“Mac-ified” version of an OS called
NEXTStep. NEXT Co.’s black computers
with gray monitors were ahead of their
time with a graphic interface built on a
UNIX OS. NEXT, led by Apple cofounder
Steve Jobs (after he was forced to leave
Apple), was moderately successful. In
1996, Apple purchased the company with
the goal of incorporating UNIX into the
OS, which became a reality with OS X. 

The Future and Science
As UNIX sneaks onto desktops, it will
have an effect on scientific research.
Once mainframes, the workhorses of
complex simulations, run similar OSs as
PCs, interaction between the two is like-
ly to increase. Programs can be devel-
oped and tested on PCs, while main-
frames may only be necessary for actual
use. Now scientists can install Blast, an
important UNIX program on a laptop
running Linux or Max OS X and experi-
ment with sequence alignment at the
kitchen table. And all the while, scien-
tists will gain more experience with UNIX
without wasting server time.

One of the most interesting places to
learn how UNIX can help scientists is
Apple’s website dedicated to scientific
use of its computers (www.apple.com/
scitech). Although it is self-promoting,
it does lend credibility to the fact that
UNIX (or UNIX-like) desktops may be part
of the future. The history of computing
may eventually be synonymous with the
history of UNIX. 

Suggested Reading
Creation of the UNIX Operating System; www.

bell-labs.com/history/unix.
Overview of the UNIX Operating System; www.

bell-labs.com/history/unix/tutorial.html.
Rough Guide to Programming Languages; www.

le.ac.uk/cc/iss/tutorials/cprog/cccchist.html.
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